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a b s t r a c t

The coaxial double capillary for controlling pendant drops is an interesting experimental technique for
investigating adsorption kinetics and transport properties of soluble components in the bulk which can
exchange with the interface. The key process of this technique is the exchange of the entire bulk of a
droplet without any direct perturbations of the interface due to forced convection. Therefore efficient
exchange conditions should be determined in order to provide results during the exchange protocol that
can be used for a reliable data interpretation of the adsorption process. In this paper we report on the
flow into a drop formed with a double capillary set-up, as visualized by using a dye and simulated by
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) of the flow field and mass transfer during the drop bulk exchange.
FD simulations
rop profile analysis
isualized flow pattern in a drop

Regarding the experimental protocols, for better monitoring and control of the droplet size a pulse-like
flow with different injection volumes (dV) and pulse intervals (dt) combined with drop profile analysis
tensiometry (PAT1) was used. The visualized experimental concentration fields are confirmed by the
concentration contours obtained from CFD simulations. Both approaches give access to estimate the
moment when the dye arrives at the drop surface. The drop surface exchange is also monitored via the
measured surface tension. The computational results for average drop interface concentration (DIC) and

(DO
drop outlet concentration

. Introduction

Investigations of the equilibrium and dynamics of adsorption
ayers of surfactants and macromolecules at fluid interfaces are in
he focus of interest due to their importance in fundamental and
pplied science. Single liquid drops can be used as a great experi-
ental lab for this purpose by using techniques such as drop profile

nalysis tensiometry (PAT) which is developed during the last 25
ears from a new idea [1] to one of the most versatile tools applied
o various investigations in surface science [2,3]. Wege et al. showed
hat the drop profile tensiometry has additional potential when a
pecial drop exchange mechanism is used [4]. It consists in a special
esign of a double capillary combined with a double dosing system
here the liquid in the drop formed at its tip can be exchanged by

he inflow and outflow through one of the two coaxially arranged
apillaries, respectively. This procedure is complementary to the
ethodology of Svitova et al. [5] who used a convection cell for
he exchange of the external liquid in a cuvette around a drop or
ubble. Both techniques combined, even allow the exchange of the

iquid inside a drop and additionally in the cuvette surrounding
t, which gives a large number of experimental possibilities. This
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C) are discussed for different conditions.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

technique has been used frequently for different purposes such as
studying competitive adsorption of surfactants/proteins at an inter-
face [6,7] and layer-by-layer microencapsulation processes [8]. The
drop exchange method is also advantageous for long time studies,
as it allows to compensate for evaporation effects by adding only
the solvent for the lost volume instead of the solution [9]. There are
many more successful applications as recently summarized [10].

Drop interface and bulk exchange in this paper means: initially
we form a fresh drop through the outer capillary using the syringe
pump 1 filled with the solution of concentration C1,∞, which in our
case is pure water, i.e. C1,∞ = 0. For surfactant or protein solutions,
we wait a respective time for reaching the adsorption equilib-
rium. Now, the second solution of concentration C2,∞ is injected
into the drop through the inner capillary using the second syringe
pump 2. During this procedure, the syringe pump 1 success liquid
via the outer capillary to keep the drop at constant size. The tar-
get of this process is the complete exchange of the liquid inside
the drop without significant perturbations of the interfacial layer.
This means that the exchange between interface and bulk is not
formed by convection but happens via transport by diffusion and

adsorption or desorption, respectively. A low flow injection/suction
process through the inner/outer capillary tips, respectively, is suit-
able for this aim. However at low flow rates, a long exchange time
is required which depends on the solution’s concentrations and the
density difference between the initial drop liquid and the injected

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09277757
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/colsurfa
mailto:miller@mpikg.mpg.de
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.colsurfa.2010.04.035
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about the flow field the species continuity equation accounts for
both convective and diffusive transport in the drop bulk by:
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iquid. On the other hand at too high flow rates perturbations of
he interface could be induced which may lead to interfacial insta-
ilities, and hence to large data scattering for the real-time surface
ension measurement. Such perturbations also affect the regular
dsorption process. Therefore, the most efficient exchange condi-
ions should be determined in order to provide results during the
xchange process that can be used for a reliable data interpretation
f the adsorption dynamics.

In [7] a simplified model was presented for the estimation of
he liquid exchange process inside a drop, assuming a perfect mix-
ng of the injected liquid through the inner capillary and volume
ompensation through the outer capillary. It was shown by using
olvent mixtures that this simplification is an overestimation of
he real bulk exchange. Obviously, the efficiency of the mixing
epends on the flow pattern inside the drop induced by the injected

iquid. It is the target of the present work to propose a simple
rotocol for the visualization of the liquid inflow and to present
ome hydrodynamic simulations to describe the experimentally
bserved patterns. For this purpose the fluid flow through a double
apillary set-up into a pendant drop is visualized by using a dye, and
omputational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations of the flow field
nd mass transfer during the drop bulk exchange are presented. In
ddition, the drop surface exchange is monitored via the measured
urface tension. The computational results of the averaged drop
nterfacial concentration (DIC) and the drop outlet concentration
DOC) are discussed for different conditions. The DIC corresponds
herefore to the subsurface concentration close to the drop surface,
hich is in a local equilibrium with the surface layer and hence cor-

elates to the measured surface tension, while DOC corresponds to
he mean concentration of the liquid leaving the drop through the
uter capillary.

. Experimental method

In the classical pendant drop experiments, a drop of a pure
iquid or surfactant solution is formed at the tip of a capillary

ith a volume 5 �l < VD < 30 �l. The profile of the drop is cast onto
CCD camera and digitized. The digital images of the drop are

ecorded over time and the Young–Laplace equation is fitted to
he experimental images to determine the surface tension accu-
ately (±0.1 mN/m). A special constructed double capillary similar
o that proposed by Wege et al. [11] was used for the bulk exchange
xperiments.

An experiment is performed as follows. A liquid drop of species
oncentration C1,∞ is formed using syringe 1 and allowed to qui-
scence. The drop bulk is then exchanged by the injection of the
econd liquid of species concentration C2,∞ via syringe 2. Regard-
ng the experimental protocols, for better monitoring and control
f droplet size, a pulse-like flow with different injection veloc-
ty dV and waiting time dt between two pulses are applied via
yringe 2 into the drop in the PAT1 set-up. Then drop volume
D or area AD is maintained constant via feedback control using
he PAT1 software and the withdrawal of liquid from the droplet
nterior at the same volumetric flow rate (RE) using syringe 1. Dur-
ng the exchange, the concentration of species in the drop, i.e.
1(t) and C2(t), evolve continuously from the initial distribution,
1(t = 0) = C1,∞ and C2(t = 0) = 0, to the final distribution, C1(t = ∞) = 0
nd C2(t = ∞) = C2,∞. The surface tension before, during, and after
he exchange is monitored using PAT1 set-up.
. Governing equations

The simplest description of the evolution of the bulk concen-
ration can be derived if the drop bulk is assumed to be perfectly

ixed. For a perfectly mixed drop bulk, the concentration of species
chem. Eng. Aspects 365 (2010) 145–153

1 is described by [7]:

C1(t) = C∞,1 exp(−t/�) (1)

where � is the residence time of the liquid in the drop � = VD/RE, and
the concentration of species C2,∞ (i.e. C1,∞ = 0)

C2(t) = C∞,2 (1 − exp(−t/�) (2)

Experiments which measure the exchange rate can be performed
using simple liquids, for example, using water and binary mixtures
of water and ethanol or DMSO and chlorobenzene, and monitoring
surface tension during the exchange.

The details of the dynamics of the bulk exchange are important
to equilibrium and kinetic experiments. For equilibrium it is impor-
tant to quantify the volume of fluid to be injected in order to achieve
complete exchange. Additionally, in order to separate interfacial
exchange kinetics from the dynamics of the bulk exchange pro-
cess, the evolution of the bulk concentration must be described as
a function of the extrinsic conditions such as fluid transport prop-
erties, capillary tip geometry, average and local fluid velocity, and
bulk concentration.

The results of perfect mixing assumption described by Eqs. (1)
and (2) are a rough estimation and in general show significant
differences with practical data. In the absence of a proper exact
solution, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations of the
fluid flow and mass transfer in the drop are a good alternative. CFD
can provide interesting details on a microscopic level about the
flow structure, velocity and concentration distribution, and on a
macroscopic level, can be used to determine the overall residence
time of liquid in the drop and average drop surface concentra-
tion. The spatiotemporal species distribution can also be calculated
to determine the rate at which the drop bulk attains composi-
tional uniformity. For this purpose direct numerical solution of the
Navier–Stokes equation for an unsteady 2D axisymmetric geom-
etry with the following axial and radial momentum conservation
equations is performed:

∂
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where ∇�u = ∂ux/∂x + ∂ur/∂r + ur/r and �F = ��g is the body force in
axial direction x. These equations describe the velocity vector field
v(t,x,r) in terms of the intrinsic fluid properties, viscosity � and
density �, and the pressure P. Along with the provided information
∂Ci

∂t
+ �u∇Ci = Di∇2Ci (4)

where Di are the diffusion coefficients of the species in the liquid
phase.
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ig. 1. Geometry and computational domain of the applied coaxial double capillary
edant drop similar to the experimental conditions.

. Computational approach and boundary conditions

The given set of axisymmetric conservation equations were
olved computationally using the FLUENT 6.2 CFD software via a
nite volume approach with a segregated implicit solver. Fig. 1
hows the geometry and computational domain for the applied
oaxial double capillary with pedant drop, equivalent to our exper-
mental conditions. The inlet flow is a pulse-like flow with different
ulse periods (dt = 0. 33 s and 0.2 s as time between two subsequent
ulses) and different injected volumes per pulse (dV = 0.033, 0.067,
.1, 0.2 mm3/pulse). The pulse duration for the given injected vol-
me can be calculated from the syringe dosing rate kept constant
t 20 mm3/s in all experiments.

No slip boundary conditions on the tube walls (Ux = Uy=0) and
ero shear stress at the drop surface (referring to a free gas–liquid

nterface) are applied. At t = 0 the system contains pure water
C2,0 = 0) inside the drop and tube. To visualize the spatiotemporal
istribution of bulk concentration, experiments were performed
sing an inlet aqueous solution of a low molecular weight dye
Brilliant Green, C2,∞ = 3.3 mg/ml, D2 ≈ 5 × 10−6 cm2/s).

Fig. 2. Comparison of dye exchange experimental snapshots (top) and CFD simulatio
chem. Eng. Aspects 365 (2010) 145–153 147

5. Results and discussion

In this section first the comparison of experimental images
of dye exchange with CFD simulation of concentration contours
are discussed. These results present an overall idea of the drop
exchange process and also illustrate the validity of the applied
CFD simulation. Then measured surface tension data are discussed
which support the visual observation including possible Marangoni
convections. In the last section the CFD results of the area weighted
average of the drop interfacial (subsurface) concentration (DIC) and
drop outlet concentration (DOC) are discussed for different condi-
tions.

5.1. Drop exchange visualization

Figs. 2–7 show the comparison of experimental drop images
with visualized dye distribution and the corresponding CFD sim-
ulation with concentration contours during drop exchange at
different flow rates. The results in Fig. 2 obtained for dt = 0.33 s and
dV = 0.033 mm3/pulse show a slightly asymmetric dye distribution.
This can be due to the weak convective flow and the low density
difference which both allow the appearance of a disordered flow
caused by a minor asymmetry of the inner capillary position and
small drop shaking during liquid injection. However, as the injected
dye solution has a density slightly higher than water (the dye solu-
tion of 0.3 mg/ml has a density about 1% larger than water), it flows
toward the drop bottom. The simulation results with a full sym-
metric assumption obviously illustrate a completely symmetric dye
distribution which is in a quite good agreement with the experi-
mental pictures, in particular, the moment when the dye solution
reaches the drop apex. When the dye solution reaches the drop sur-
face a Marangoni convection can set in due to a significant surface
concentration gradient. Note, the presented CFD simulations are
valid only until the onset of Marangoni flow, as this surface effect
has not been included into the simulations. This matter will be dis-
cussed qualitatively further below and will have to be handled in a
future more sophisticated CFD simulation.
The exchange process using a pulse period of dt = 0.33 s and
higher volume injection of dV = 0.1 mm3/pulse is shown in Fig. 3.
Because of the stronger convective flow, a more symmetric dye
distribution is observed. For a further decreased pulse period of
dt = 0.2 s at the same volume injection dV = 0.1 mm3/pulse the

n of dye concentration contours (bottom) for dt = 0.33 s, dV = 0.033 mm3/pulse.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of dye exchange experimental snapshots (top) and CFD simulation of dye concentration contours (bottom) for dt = 0.33 s, dV = 0.1 mm3/pulse.

Fig. 4. Comparison of dye exchange experimental snapshots (top) and CFD simulation of dye concentration contours (bottom) for dt = 0.2 s, dV = 0.1 mm3/pulse.

Fig. 5. Comparison of dye exchange experimental snapshots (top) and CFD simulation of dye concentration contours (bottom) for dye solution 0.3 mg/ml + 1.5% ethanol
(density slightly lower than water), for dt = 0.2 s, dV = 0.1 mm3/pulse.
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ig. 6. The effects of density difference on the concentration contours and flow filed
.3 mg/ml dye (top line—density slightly higher than water), and 0.3 mg/ml dye + 1.5

onvection effects become stronger and the flow reaching the
ottom of the drop shows a clear circulating flow due to the
tagnant point in the impinging liquid flow. In Fig. 4 a good agree-
ent between experimental images and the CFD simulation is

bserved.

.2. Density difference effects

For many applications the inlet flow for liquid exchange in the
roplet contains a mixture of components and solvents which can
hange the density of the injected solution. For this purpose 1.5 wt%
thanol was added to the dye solution so that the density of this
olution was slightly less than water. The results presented in Fig. 5
or dt = 0.2 s and dV = 0.1 mm3/pulse illustrate a quick reverse flow

f the injected liquid with exchanging the liquid in even less than
alf of the droplet. A continuation of this liquid exchange over long
imes cannot provide a complete bulk exchange. This matter is
iscussed further below in some more detail. For a better under-
tanding of the density effects on the drop exchange mechanism, a

ig. 7. Comparison of dye exchange experimental snapshots (top) and CFD simulation of
density slightly lower than water), for dt = 0.2 s, dV = 0.2 mm3/pulse.
aring secondary circulating flow in the bottom of droplet for low density solution;
thanol (bottom line—density slightly less than water); dt = 0.2 s, dV = 0.1 mm3/pulse.

comparison of the streamlines and flow pattern is shown in Fig. 6 for
a dye solution of 0.3 mg/ml in absence (density slightly higher than
water), and presence of 1.5 wt% ethanol (density slightly lower than
water). There is a secondary circulating flow at the bottom of the
droplet which separates the entrance circulation of the dye solu-
tion at the top from the region at the drop bottom when a liquid of
lower density is injected.

To improve the exchange process for injections of low density
solutions, we have to increase the injection velocity. Fig. 7 shows
the results for a drop exchange at dt = 0.2 s and dV = 0.2 mm3/pulse.
Because of the high inertial force, the injected dye solution reaches
the bottom of the drop quicker. Simultaneously, a reverse flow
out of the drop is visible, leading to a mushroom like shape of
the concentration contour. The results of CFD simulations repro-

duce this pattern well. A good drop exchange is observed after 8 s,
however because of the stagnation point and the reverse flow from
the bottom, the drop surface concentration DIC needs much longer
time to approach an equilibrium situation, as discussed further
below.

dye concentration contours (bottom) for dye solution 0.3 mg/ml + 1.5 vol% ethanol
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ig. 8. Increasing data scattering during surface tension measurement due to drop
�), 0.1 mm3/pulse (�)

.3. Immersed depth of the inner capillary tip

As was mentioned above a high inertial force can lead to a signifi-
ant shaking of the drop and consequently to interfacial instabilities
hich then can disturb the regular adsorption/desorption pro-

esses at the interface. Also for high flow injection rates a less
ccurate drop size control can cause a much higher scattering of
he measured surface tensions (Fig. 8).

Therefore to improve exchange process an alternative should
e considered for the case of lower density liquid injection. This
lternative consists in a larger immersed depth of the inner cap-
llary into the drop (Fig. 9), leading to a significant improvement
f the drop exchange. However, an immersion of the inner capil-
ary lower than the drop center can cause again drop instabilities
ecause of the stronger impinging liquid flow onto the droplet apex.
he optimum immersion depth depends obviously on the opera-
ional conditions and fluid properties and requires more systematic
tudies.

.4. Surface tension data and Marangoni convection

Typical results of surface tension measurements during drop
xchange are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. As it is expected, when
he impinging flow of the dye solution reaches the drop surface
macroscopically), with a short delay required for diffusing from the
oundary layer to the drop surface (microscopically), a Marangoni
onvection sets in and creates a fast mixing of the dye solution

nside the droplet and at its surface. This moment can be captured
xperimentally via a sudden decrease in surface tension. In the
resent CFD simulations, as mentioned above, no surface specific
ffects are considered. Hence, the onset of Marangoni flow cannot
e simulated with the present approach and can be compared with

Fig. 9. Improved drop exchange process via a larger immersion depth o
ing and instability for high volume rate injection, dt = 0.33 s, dV = 0.033 mm3/pulse

experimental data only until the moment when Marangoni effects
appear.

Although via Marangoni convection the dye can be distributed
along the interface and consequently also inside the droplet
quickly, for conditions of incomplete exchange of the drop bulk, a
desorption of surfactant from the drop surface back to the bulk via
diffusion can subsequently occur (Fig. 11). Later, a Marangoni con-
vection can occur again, leading maybe to oscillation phenomena
as observed in other experiments [12]. Although such processes
can support the efficiency of the bulk exchange, for a quanti-
tative adsorption kinetics experiment these phenomena can be
disturbing. Therefore a proper drop exchange process should be
optimized basically such that any remarkable Marangoni convec-
tion as an additional mixing tool is avoided. Under such conditions
also an easier computational procedure becomes possible, while
the results can be considered as a guideline for conditions with
existing interfacial instabilities. Simulations with the consideration
of Marangoni phenomena are under way and will be discussed in
future work.

5.5. Drop interface and outlet concentrations

In this section the CFD simulation is applied for determining
the averaged drop interfacial (DIC) and drop outlet concentrations
(DOC). Fig. 12 shows DIC and DOC as functions of time for different
dV and a constant dye concentration of 3 mg/ml. Almost all curves
show three stages:
1. At the beginning of the drop exchange process, a zero dye con-
centration is observed for DIC and DOC, which indicates that a
respective induction time is necessary for the dye solution to
reach the drop interface and outlet.

f the inner capillary into the drop, dt = 0.2 s, dV = 0.1 mm3/pulse.
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Fig. 10. Capturing the moment of Marangoni convection via measured surface tension during drop bulk exchange with a dye solution of 3 mg/ml; dt = 0.33 s,
dV = 0.033 mm3/pulse.

Fig. 11. Desorption process observed after an enhanced interfacial exchange caused by Marangoni convection at about 22 s (and maybe again at about 44 s), observed for
the injection of a low density solution of 3 mg/ml dye + 1.5 wt% ethanol; experimental exchange conditions were dt = 0.33 s and dV = 0.033 mm3/pulse.

Fig. 12. DIC and DOC as functions of time for different dV and a dye concentration of 3 mg/ml; dt = 0.33 s, dV = 0.033 mm3/pulse (1), 0.067 mm3/pulse (2) and 0.1 mm3/pulse
(3), DIC—solid lines, DOC—dotted lines.
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reason can be a computational instability due to the mentioned
pulse-like flow.
ig. 13. DIC and DOC as functions of time for different dV and a dye concentration
3), DIC—thick lines, DOC—thin lines.

. After the initial time period, sharp increases in DIC and DOC are
observed. The beginning of this region in the DIC curves corre-
sponds to the onset of Marangoni convection;

. The third stage is a longer time process especially at low values
of dV, approaching the maximum accessible dye concentration
of 100% (0.3 wt%). A large distance between the DIC and DOC
curves indicates a significant difference in the exchange time for
the drop surface and in the drop bulk. For establishing a com-
plete drop exchange, these two curves should approach each
other as close as possible. Therefore, dV = 0.1 mm3/pulse pro-
vides a better drop exchange at shorter times. However, with
respect to drop shaking and instability problems, and conse-
quently larger scattering of measured surface tension data, this
exchange rate might be already too high for optimum exchange
conditions (see also comments to Fig. 8). Stopping the exchange
process at high DIC while DOC values are still low (e.g. at t = 60 s
for dV = 0.067 mm3/pulse in Fig. 12) can lead to a desorption from
the interfacial layer into the bulk.

The results for dt = 0.2 s and different dV are presented in Fig. 13.
faster drop exchange is observed for dt = 0.33 s as expected.

omparing the results for dV = 0.033 mm3/pulse at dt = 0.2 s and
V = 0.067 mm3/pulse at dt = 0.33 s, we can see that the total

njected volumes per second are almost the same, however a more
fficient drop exchange is obtained under the first condition. In
eneral the shorter pulse period dt = 0.2 s, provides a closer dis-
ance between the DIC and DOC curves which indicates a more
omogenous exchange process.

For the low density dye solution (+1.5 wt% ethanol), the DOC
urve is higher than the DIC as discussed above. Fig. 14 shows
ypical results for dt = 0.2 s and dV = 0.1 mm3/pulse which are in
greement with the corresponding time for the dye to reach the
rop surface and outlet (cf. Fig. 5). It is noted that for injected solu-
ions of lower density, the dye reaches the drop surface first in the
op edge via the reversed flow. The effects of solution density on
hanges in DIC and DOC for dt = 0.33 s and dV = 0.067 mm3/pulse
re shown in Fig. 15. While a significant drop interfacial exchange
about 90%) is achieved within 100 s and simultaneously high DOC

alues, the drop surface exchange for the injected solution of lower
ensity is only 50% with simultaneously high values of DOC. This
eans that a much longer exchange time is needed for a proper

nterfacial exchange. The results obtained from Eqs. (1) and (2) for
erfect mixing are also presented in this figure. As for this simple
Fig. 14. Drop interface concentration (DIC) lower than drop outlet concentration
(DOC) for low density dye solution (+1.5% ethanol), dt = 0.2 s and dV = 0.1 mm3/pulse.

assumption no density effects are considered, a significant error in
the prediction for DIC appears. The observed oscillations in the DOC
curves (e.g. Figs. 14 and 15) can be related to an unsteady pulse-like
input solution which can affect the DOC values directly. The other
Fig. 15. Effects of solution density on CFD results for DIC and DOC evolution for
dt = 0.33 s, and dV = 0.067 mm3/pulse. LD = low density, HD = high density solution,
and THE = theoretical modeling assuming perfect mixing.
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. Conclusion

Despite the small size of pendant drops used in drop profile ten-
iometry, the coaxial double capillary allows an efficient drop bulk
xchange. Choosing the right experimental conditions for an effi-
ient drop exchange disturbances and drop shaking can be avoided.
low visualization using dye solutions for exchange and CFD sim-
lation demonstrate details for the optimization of this interesting
xperimental tool and improve the understanding of the effects of
asic parameters, which can be summarized as follows:

The liquid exchange process can be visualized by injection of
dye solutions and are comparable with CFD simulation, until
the moment Marangoni convection sets in. The CFD results
for the drop interfacial concentration (DIC) and drop outlet
concentration (DOC) are in good agreement with observed exper-
imental images and measured surface tension data before the
onset of Marangoni convection. Although Marangoni convection
enhances mass transfer at the drop surface and in the bulk sig-
nificantly, it should be better avoided to allow for a quantitative
evaluation of adsorption or desorption processes at the drop sur-
face.
Density differences between drop and injected liquids influence
the structure of the circulating flow significantly even for small
��. For the injection of lower density solutions, a quick reverse
flow is the major barrier for a perfect drop exchange. To avoid
to drop perturbation effects and instabilities, at sufficiently low
injection rates dV the drop exchange can be improved by a larger

immersed depth of the inner capillary into the drop.
The consideration of the trends and distance of the DIC and
DOC curves obtained by CFD simulation provides a useful tool
for understanding the exchange process mechanism and finding
optimum process parameters.

[

[
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• Simplified theoretical models assuming a perfect mixing show
significant errors in the prediction of DIC and DOC, while the pre-
sented combination of dye injection and CFD simulation provide
a sufficiently accurate tool.
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